
Top-ranked university. Among the

top two percent of the world’s

17,000 universities and best within

Engineering in Europe.

Denmark is  among the safest

countries in the world, with a great

healthcare system and informal

student-teacher relationship.

1.

2.

3. AAU is famous for our take on the

‘Problem Based Learning’ method.

The competencies acquired

through PBL are highly recognized.

PBL

Aalborg University is different from other universities. For example

due to the PBL model, AAU partners with companies and public

institutions. 

Therefore, AAU students work closely together with collaborators

in companies and public institutions to solve real life issues.

     What to expect and how to apply: www.exchange.aau.dk

At AAU we believe that knowledge can and

shall change the world

MAKE IT REAL at Aalborg University 

https://www.en.aau.dk/education/apply/exchange


Join our AAU Buddy Program

“Our buddy sent us a list beforehand via email with very helpful

information about Denmark and some tips. I really liked that"

Exchange student Fall 2022

More information and questions at:

Aalborg University, Denmark www.en.aau.dk

Phone +45 9940 9592 - Email: Internationaloffice@aau.dk

"One of the best experiences of my life to be

honest.  

Being a student at AAU and being a part of the PBL

method really helped me evolve as a student and I’m

super grateful for the opportunity”.

Marcus Thompkins, Florida State University, Spring

semester 2023

What can you expect at AAU?

"Although having difficulties, I really liked the

PBL, since I think that the learning effect is

much higher than just learning things for a

written exam and possibly forgetting about the

things learned after the exam"

Exchange student Fall 2022

"Hospitality from AAU students and staff. From the

very beginning, I really felt adopted and like I was at

my own home. Thank everyone for that! It meant a lot

to me while getting used to a new place".

Exchange student Fall 2022


